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Cellular Mobile Radio Systems: Designing Systems for Capacity OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	The idea of the hook was born during the time when the second generation cellular system was looming on the horizon. At that time, the world was divided into three dislincl camps as far as looking for a standard: Europe. North America and japan. It was obvious at the outset that Europe was in favour of a Pan-European Second Generation...
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Encyclopedia of Science Technology and EthicsMacmillan Technical, 2005
The Encyclopedia of Science, Technology, and Ethics has had multiple origins. It was when contributing an article on the philosophy of technology to the pioneering first edition of the Encyclopedia of Bioethics (1978), that I began to dream of a more general encyclopedic introduction to issues of technology and ethics. Inspired by the perspective...
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Crossing the Energy Divide: Moving from Fossil Fuel Dependence to a Clean-Energy FutureWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Praise for Crossing the Energy Divide


	 


	“This book makes coherent and rigorous arguments that increasing energy efficiency is the primary driver of economic growth today and is key to managing climate change.”

...
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E-Services: Opportunities and ThreatsDeutscher Universitats, 2007
This volume presents the best papers of the special issue "E-Services" of the Journal of Value Chain Management.  In association with Marketing Center Muenster (University of Muenster, Germany) and the Center for Services Marketing and Management (Florida Atlantic University, USA), the volume provides a thorough introduction and...
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SOI Lubistors: Lateral, Unidirectional, Bipolar-type Insulated-gate TransistorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Advanced level consolidation of the technology, physics and design aspects of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) lubistors


	No comprehensive description of the physics and possible applications of the Lubistor can be found in a single source even though the Lubistor is already being used in SOI LSIs. The book provides, for the...
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Automatic Program Development: A Tribute to Robert PaigeSpringer, 2008
Automatic Program Development is a tribute to Robert Paige (1947-1999), our accomplished and respected colleague, and moreover our good friend, whose untimely passing was a loss to our academic and research community. We have collected the revised, updated versions of the papers published in his honor in the Higher-Order and Symbolic Computation...
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Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A must-have resource on the new features of Microsoft’s enhanced SharePoint Server 2010


	With SharePoint Server, an organization’s information can be organized and combined in a central, Web-based application. Featuring in-depth coverage on all of SharePoint Server 2010’s new features, this authoritative...
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Powerful Proposals: How to Give Your Business the Winning EdgeAMACOM, 2005
How does a company constantly win more business than its rivals? A key factor is the ability to create proposals that outshine those from even the strongest competitors. Powerful Proposals helps businesses maximize the selling power of their proposals, with proven strategies for going beyond "this is what we do" documents in...
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Pro Web Project Management (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2011

	This guide was written for those who will manage or fund technology
	projects with budgets between $25,000 and $500,000. Our goal is to
	provide a quick-start guide for professional, smart, competent people
	who are new to web project management, or who need some
	guidance on how to manage a web project.


	Pro Web Project...
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Mars, A Cosmic Stepping Stone: Uncovering Humanity's Cosmic ContextSpringer, 2008
The questions of our origin and cosmic abundance of life are among the most compelling facing humanity. We have determined much about the nature and origin of the Universe and our place in it, but with virtually all evidence of our origin long since gone from our world and an unimaginably vast Universe still to explore, defining answers are...
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The Professional Services Firm BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you assessed the available books on the topic of managing professional
service firms, you probably arrived at the same conclusion we did about a
year ago. You can find over a hundred books on the topic. Ninety-five percent
of these books are written for the independent consultant who wants to
learn how to incorporate, how to...
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The Average Consumer in Confusion-based Disputes in European Trademark Law and Similar FictionsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book contends that, with regard to the likelihood of confusion standard, European trademark law applies the average consumer incoherently and inconsistently. To test this proposal, it presents an analysis of the horizontal and vertical level of harmonization of the average consumer. The horizontal part focuses on similar...
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